Art I
Grade Level:
Prerequisite:
Length:
Periods Per Day:
Credit:
Credit Requirement Fulfilled:

9, 10, 11, 12
none
1 Semester
1
1/2
Fine Art Elective

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING:
Art I is designed for beginning art students who wish to develop skills in the basics of drawing,
color theory, and composition. Students are encouraged to enroll as underclassmen to take
advantage of the four-year Art continuum at HHS. Art I will encompass basic drawing skills, an
understanding of the Elements of Art, as well as experimenting with various art mediums in twodimensional form. Students will learn to investigate, practice through experimentation, and
dedicate themselves to developing techniques and processes using various 2D mediums.
Themes
Drawing Principles
Color Theory
Portraiture
Elements of Art
Art History
Course Objectives and Expectations:
Develop observation skills through the practice of the principles of drawing from Drawing on the
Right Side of the Brain.
Produce various 2D art forms.
Demonstrate understanding of color theory through application, experimentation, and creation of
various 2D mediums.
Demonstrate an understanding for the Elements of Art through application in various
assignments
Explore techniques and the process of various art mediums through experimentation and
creation.
Demonstrate safe and proper use of art supplies.
Student Objectives
Students will be able to demonstrate, identify and apply the elements of art.
Students will be able to develop drawing skills from observation, practicing the principles of
drawing..
Students will be able to define various art-related terms.
Students will be able to demonstrate, describe, and apply color theory.
Students will be able to demonstrate correct use of a variety of mediums
Students will gain an appreciation for art.
Pacing Guide

Unit 1- Drawing/Elements of Art (MCCS 1, 3, 11) (5 weeks)
Elements of Art identification and application
Drawing on the Right side of your brain exercises
Negative and Positive Space
Contour Lines
Observation drawing
1 point Linear Perspective drawing

Unit 2- Still Life (MCCS 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11 ) (2 weeks)
History and Origins
Shading and Pencil supplies
Composition building
Still life observational drawing with lights out and lamps on Paper
Critique final results

Unit 3. Portraiture (MCCS 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 ) (3 weeks)
practice Eyes, Nose, Mouths
Self Portrait pencil drawing
Portrait drawing
Transfer from portrait drawing to 4-value paper cut out
Re arranging paper values to create portraiture
Sealing with mod podge sealant

Unit 4- Pen and Ink Value Studies (MCCS 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 ) (2 weeks)
Pen and Ink techniques
Pen and ink safety and supply care
pen and ink painting
correction and problem solving of ink blobs

Unit 5- Color Theory Soft Pastel (MCCS 1, 2, 3, 5, 10) (2 weeks)
Color Theory notes, color wheel, assessment
Soft pastel practice and techniques
Soft pastel assignment
Landscape compositions
Spray with fixative to seal

Unit 6- Color Theory Watercolor (MCSS 1, 2, 3, 5, 10) (2weeks)
Watercolor demonstration and techniques
Color wheel using only primary colors
Watercolor leaf color schemes:
analogous
complementary
monochromatic

Unit 7- Final Cumulative Book (MCSS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11) (2.5wks)
Choose a tangible subject as theme of book
Book assembled out of watercolor paper
Project layout plan with thumbnails completed before beginning project
6 pages: cover, pencil, soft pastel, charcoal, ink, watercolor, mixed media

Montana Content Standards:
Creating:
Anchor Standard #1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. develop plans for
creating art and design works using various materials and methods from traditional and
contemporary practices
Anchor Standard #2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. create art or design projects
in response to contemporary issues that demonstrate an awareness of ethical implications of
making and distributing creative works
Anchor Standard #3: Refine and complete artistic work. complete artworks or designs
incorporating relevant criteria as well as personal artistic vision
Presenting:
Anchor Standard #4: Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation.curate artifacts
and artworks for presentation and preservation
Anchor Standard #5: Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation. apply
appropriate methods or processes to display artwork in a specific place
Anchor Standard #6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work. analyze an
exhibit or collection's impact on personal awareness of social, cultural, or political beliefs and
understandings
Responding:
Anchor Standard #7: Perceive and analyze artistic work. evaluate the effectiveness of an artwork
as perceived by a variety of audiences
Anchor Standard #8: Construct meaningful interpretations of artistic works. defend an
interpretation of an artwork or collections of artworks
Anchor Standard #9: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work. analyze a collection of artwork
based on sets of criteria
Connecting:
Anchor Standard #10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
incorporate knowledge of personal, social, cultural, and historical life to create artworks
Anchor Standard #11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical
context to deepen understanding, including traditional and contemporary artistic ideas and works
by American Indians. compare uses of art in a variety of personal, societal, cultural, and
historical contexts
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Video Resources:
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